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Stories of success in China’s real estate market invariably come from the country’s largest firms. But
not always. The stunning rise of China’s Zhongliang Group Limited is one such exception. Its triumph
is a reminder that strategy, not scale, anchors a firm’s competitiveness. Perhaps nowhere is this belief
more evident than in China’s heated real estate sector. Zhongliang, founded in China’s entrepreneurial
heartland of Wenzhou, experienced rapid national expansion driven by a novel business model, as it
also strategically benefited from the central government’s interest in improving the quality of homes in
China’s small- to mid-sized cities.
CHINA’S REAL ESTATE BOOM
During the 18th Party Congress in 2012, the government
passed regulations that helped developers clear their
housing inventory, and fuel urbanization.1 Policy
makers lowered interest rates, reduced down-payment
requirements, and loosened residency criteria so more
eligible buyers in major cities could acquire property.
While buyers’ eligibility generally was tied to their place
of legal residency (hukou), local governments were
allowed to reform their own residency requirements in
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a bid to open up their respective real estate markets. As
a result, Chinese real estate developers experienced a
growth frenzy in the mid-2010s.
However, China’s excess housing inventory has remained
an issue. Local governments were encouraged to buy up
inventory for their own use, perhaps to create affordable
urban housing.2 But with home prices staying high, local
governments came under fire. After all, the absence of
affordable housing meant that the urban poor have to
live in sub-par housing.
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In 2015, the government launched its ‘slum area
reconstruction’ policies, specifically targeted at Tier 3,
Tier 4 and other lower-tier cities. This initiative provided
two growth levers for the real estate industry. First, it
created a demand for real estate construction, much of
which was met by private developers. The government
announced a plan to construct 18 million units of urban
slum housing and 10.6 million units of rural housing.
In 2017, Premier Li Keqiang set a target to develop 15
million units of urban slum housing units from 2018
to 2021, lifting close to 100 million Chinese out of the
slums.3 Second, when the government expropriated land
areas for reconstruction, the slum residents who were
affected received compensation. These former residents
then deployed much of their compensation into private
housing, further boosting the demand for residential
units, and therefore helping the excess inventory problem.
To get a sense of the initiative’s impact, consider that
in 2014, only 9% of real estate purchases were tied to
expropriation compensation. In 2016, the proportion
grew to more than 48%,4 covering in excess of 250
million square meters (2.7 billion square feet).5
After taking off in 2015, home prices in China have
grown an average of 7% every month.6 In 2016 alone,
Shanghai’s housing price index rose by 40%.7 And after
2016, home prices in Tier 3 and 4 cities that are near
megacities have risen by 54.6%.8

DEVELOPERS PIVOT, ESPECIALLY SMALLER
PLAYERS
The massive surge in housing prices and developments
in Tier 1 cities led to aggressive market-cooling
governmental measures for these areas. In President Xi’s
address at the 19th Party Congress in 2017, he stressed
that “houses are for living in, not for speculation.”9

Following the guidelines of China’s central authority,
municipal governments passed city-specific rules to
tighten the real estate market. For instance, Beijing
raised its down payment requirement to 35% and 50%
for first and second properties, respectively.
After such cooling measures were implemented, home
price increases in the National Bureau of Statistics’
70-city average slowed dramatically. Shanghai’s home
prices fell by 8% in the last quarter of 2017 alone.10 Since
late 2017, Tier 1 home prices have stayed largely flat,
with Tier 2 and Tier 3 cities growing at an average of 4%
and 6% a year, respectively.11
Since most of China’s top real estate companies are
publicly traded, they were pressured to keep growing.
They aggressively expanded into Tier 2 and 3 cities,
where cooling measures were relatively mild. But these
developers had to substantially increase their volume
compared to what they built during their heydays in
Tier 1 cities, to compensate for the lower sales prices
in these newer areas. In turn, smaller developers,
which previously focused on Tier 2 and 3 cities because
these towns were less expensive to develop, found
themselves competing against some of China’s real
estate behemoths. As a result, many of them moved
down the ladder even more — taking on riskier projects
as they suffered from new bidding wars and the threat
of consolidation from the giants. However, practically all
developers, having operated under a land-grab mentality,
found themselves constrained by high leverage in a
cooling, regulated market.
In 2017, the top 500 real estate developers accounted
for 63% of the investment in the market, compared to
53% in 2016.12 As such, the success of Zhongliang in such
an environment is a striking example of how mid-sized
players can triumph despite financial pressures,
regulatory constraints, and intense competition.
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ZHONGLIANG’S HISTORY AND CULTURE
Like many real estate veterans, Zhongliang’s founder,
Yang Jian, is no stranger to risk. Trained in architectural
engineering, Yang spent decades building his Wenzhoubased real estate portfolio before moving into the
national spotlight. When Yang relocated Zhongliang,
formerly known as Huacheng, to Shanghai in 2009, he
arrive with two decades of local property development
experience in the Yangtze River Delta.13
Yang’s resilience and appetite for risk were apparent
long before China’s real estate boom in the 2010s. From
2012 to 2015, when Wenzhou’s average real estate price
plummeted from 17,610 RMB (US $2,555) per square
meter to 12,633 RMB (US $1,833) per square meter,
Yang was able to maintain revenue of more than 10
billion RMB (US $1.6 billion), showcasing his decision to
aggressively expand in the midst of a real estate market
downturn.
After 2015, as the market improved and with the help
of regulatory tailwinds, Zhongliang’s business soared.
Between 2016 and 2017, the developer more than
doubled its revenue from 33 billion RMB (US $4.8 billion)
to 75.8 billion RMB (US $11.3 billion).14 Zhongliang’s
astounding growth was largely fueled by debt, with its
debt-to-asset ratio reaching a peak of 17x in 2016 (and
then falling to 0.44x in mid-2018).
Back then though, its high leverage had a substantial
impact on the company’s cost of debt, with lenders
imposing an average 13.4% interest rate at the peak.
Nonetheless, as Zhongliang was private during its
expansion, it was able to operate with high leverage

without facing the same level of scrutiny and pressure
experienced by publicly traded developers.
During its rapid growth in the mid-2010s, Zhongliang
also relied upon a decentralized, nimble culture to
be successful. Yang had adopted a management style
called ‘Amoeba,’ in which individual managers were
made responsible for the profitability of their own
unit, or ‘amoeba.’ Such decentralized accountability
gave managers the power to expand aggressively and
take steps to increase profits. These actions were
largely in line with Zhongliang’s overall strategy, as the
macroeconomic and competitive environment forced it
into developing smaller, higher-risk projects.

AGGRESSIVE EXPANSION WITH FINANCIAL
DISCIPLINE
The Amoeba management style has been adopted by
many major companies, including Japan Airlines. Its
creator is Kazuo Inamori, who founded Kyoto Ceramic
Co. Ltd. (Kyocera), a Japanese ceramic components and
telecom equipment manufacturer, in 1959. By 2013, the
company had grown to 71,600 employees with sales of
$13.1 billion.15 Inamori was inspired by the amoeba, a
unicellular organism that can expand, divide and disband
as needed. He divided his organization into 229 ‘amoeba’
units; each unit was directly responsible for its profit and
loss. At the same time, each amoeba must conform to the
company’s mission objective.16
Similarly, Zhongliang formed different regional groups,
and divided these groups into smaller sub-regional
project teams with profit and loss responsibility. By June
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2018, Zhongliang had 12 regional groups and 66 regional
companies, and every company had its own CEO.17
Under this system, employees’ bonuses were heavily
dependent on each amoeba’s profitability, encouraging
them to drive for value creation. Each project would
require that the core members of the project invest in
it while each regional company was responsible for its
own management and marketing costs.18 Additionally,
employees’ compensation was directly tied to gains in the
bottom line.19
Organizationally, amoeba brought two main benefits.
First, it reduced the need for a lengthy and often
bureaucratic, decision-making process.20 Under an
amoeba model, Zhongliang companies can directly
contact subcontractors instead of first going through
group departments. These departments, in turn,
are empowered to execute with little supervision.
(In contrast, a centralized management model puts
the responsibility for profits on those higher up in
the company, who tend to choose safer, guaranteed
projects.21) Second, the amoeba formation increases
the firm’s market sensitivity.22 Decisions are left to
local, nimbler project teams, who are much more
knowledgeable about their area’s market trends.
Supporting these efforts was Yang’s commitment
towards top talent development and employee training.
By 2018, more than 80% of its managerial staff had prior
experience, some at a senior level, with China’s top 25
real estate companies.23 In addition, Yang introduced
the Zhongliang Institute, where lower-level staff are
trained for more senior managerial roles and have access
to programs in such areas as finance, marketing, and
operations.24

SMALLER PROJECTS, FOCUS ON VALUE
Zhongliang mitigates the financial risks it faces in several
ways. When it comes to designing products, the company
keeps in mind its customer base profiles within given

geographies. As such, amoebas would not be operating
blindly but have a metric against which to select building
design components. For example, the Laolishi housing
model was designed for less transient markets in which
residents tend to stay in the area, while the Longqin
model was better suited for more mobile populations.
These two models differ in apartment sizes, amount of
public spaces, quality of the amenities, among others.25
However, interior designs are similar.
Starting in 2016, Zhongliang also began requiring all
regional groups to bring in external partners in every
project to share the risk.26 By doing so, Zhongliang gets
to develop more projects while the external partner
provides brand credibility and capital, in newer cities.
Geographically, Zhongliang has expanded beyond its
Yangtze River Delta home base to actively diversify into
China’s less developed provinces. The company focused
on potential hot markets in the Tier 3 and 4 cities, where
large developers were uncomfortable with the market
risk but capital requirements were too high for local
players. As of 2015, Zhongliang only had projects in
three cities. In 2018, they had projects in 110 cities in 22
provinces.27 While China’s largest developers engaged
in bidding wars over the country’s rising Tier 2 cities,
Zhongliang’s amoebas discreetly parachuted into even
smaller cities to build partnerships with local players and
thereby reap financial rewards.
More importantly, Zhongliang also instilled a culture with
a laser-focus on value creation in its expansion. Knowing
that it could not directly compete against the country’s
largest players, the company selectively targeted cities
too small for real estate conglomerates. In 2017, more
than 80% of its lands under development were acquired
for less than 500 million RMB (US $72 million).28 Yang
once described this form of positioning as pitting ‘50 Mini
Coopers’ against ‘10 Mercedes Benzes,’ meaning that
Zhongliang’s core business success lies in the volume of
its smaller projects.29 Through its Amoeba management
style, Zhongliang created nimble, value-driven teams.
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This combination helped to establish the company as one
of the more operationally disciplined developers, rather
than one that haphazardly piled on debt to grow at all
costs.

ROCKY ROAD TO AN IPO
In 2018, Zhongliang applied to go public in the Hong
Kong Stock Exchange; the market expected the proceeds
to go towards debt payment.30 The latest S-1 filing
revealed that Zhongliang became profitable in 2017,
with a low net profit margin of 3.6%. In 2018, when its
revenue more than doubled year-on-year, the company’s
net profit margin only increased to 8.4% — way below
some of China’s largest real estate players.
Zhongliang’s decision to go public is likely the most viable
way to actively reduce leverage without substantially
sacrificing growth. With its cost of debt hovering in the
low double-digits, Zhongliang needs to substantially
reduce leverage to avoid high interest expenses. Given
that creditors are higher on the pecking order than
shareholders, Zhongliang’s pitch will very likely depend
on how quickly it can reduce its debt-to-asset ratio to the
industry benchmark.
However, its IPO path was paved with delays and
difficulties. In May 2019, Zhongliang announced that
its IPO application had “expired,” leaving investors
wondering why the process took longer than that of
other companies. Investors also raised questions about

its revenue revisions, noting that its accrued revenue
and accounted (contractual) revenue had a significant
discrepancy of more than 15%.31
Overall, Zhongliang’s success in the lower-tier
markets has propelled it into China’s top 20 real estate
developers. Its strategy of developing horizontal,
relatively inexpensive projects will likely attract investors
seeking to diversify growth into lower-tier cities in
China, where traditional real estate developers remain
largely unseen. In May of 2018, shortly after Zhongliang
announced its plans for an IPO in Hong Kong, its CFO
Luo Jun stepped down, the second financial chief to
resign within one year.32 With no official explanation
from Zhongliang, investors worry that the company
would encounter more hurdles on the road to its IPO.

SLOWER GROWTH AHEAD
As growth weakens in Tier 3 and 4 cities, Zhongliang
is invariably exposed to the slowdown. With China’s
national ‘slum reconstruction’ program largely complete,
regulatory tailwinds also are beginning to subside.33
Meanwhile, the surge in housing prices in lower-tier
cities has pushed local governments to roll out similar
cooling measures to stabilize the market.34 While
analysts still expect sizable growth from Zhongliang’s
portfolio of cities, these challenges could mean that
future gains in these markets will be more muffled than
years past.35

Exhibit 1: China House Price Index (June 2010 = 100)

Source: Richard Koss, and Xinrui Shi, Stabilizing China’s Housing Market, International Monetary Fund, Accessed February 12, 2019,     
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WP/.../Stabilizing-Chinas-Housing-Market-45749.
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Exhibit 2: China Newly Built House Prices (% year-over-year change)

Source: TRADING ECONOMICS, “China Newly Built House Prices YoY Change,” China Newly Built House Prices YoY Change, Accessed February 12,
2019, https://tradingeconomics.com/china/housing-index.

Exhibit 3: Impact of Housing-market Restrictions on Home Prices

Source: “China’s Housing Market Is Cooling,” Financial Information for Residential Property Buyers, April 4, 2018, Accessed February 10, 2019,
https://www.globalpropertyguide.com/Asia/china/Price-History.

Exhibit 4: Zhongliang’s Assets vs. Debt
(in 100 million yuan)

Exhibit 5: No. of Cities Zhongliang Invested In
From 2015 to August 2018

n Asset n Debt

Source: 观点指数研究院, “原报道 | IPO与杨剑的中梁路线图,” 观点,
December 3, 2018, Accessed February 11, 2019,
http://www.guandian.cn/article/20181203/211106.html.

Source: 观点指数研究院, “原报道 | IPO与杨剑的中梁路线图.”
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